
Wise Guy 

(A Christmas Skit by Nora Spinaio) 

 

The police have one of the wise men in custody. 

3 characters: 

Cop:     Think old the fashioned cop who wears a hat. 

Bodyguard:    Think enforcer, stands with hands crossed, and wears sunglasses. 

Wise guy:     Think attitude,  wears a jacket and wears his hat tilted back. 

The cop and the wise guy are sitting on opposite sides of a table.  The bodyguard is standing a little 

behind the wise guy. 

 

Lights up 

 

Wise guy: I didn’t do nothin’. 

Cop:  (motions to bodyguard) What about him? 

Wise guy: He didn’t do nothing neither. 

Cop:  Yeah, right. (Leans forward) So, where exactly were you on the day in question? 

Wise guy: I forget. 

Cop:  (Leans back) Right, you forgot.  You were seen. 

Wise guy: Where? 

Cop:  Visiting a baby under a star.  Why were you there and why did you bring him presents? 

Wise guy: Presents?  Who says? 

Cop:  Mayor Herod’s men say you brought the baby presents. 

Wise guy: Herod jealous uh?  Figures he’d hire a bunch of snitches. 

Cop:  The Mayor’s been looking for you for this. 

Wise guy: He’s got no reason to pinch us. 



Cop:  Answer the questions. 

Wise guy: What are you so worked up about a baby for? 

Cop:  I’ve got my orders.  Answer the questions. 

Wise guy: Alright.  We were sent to that baby see. We rode for weeks and weeks.  We were told to 

follow his star and worship him when we got there. We were told to bring him stuff.  

Nothing fell off a truck. We brung him frankincense, gold, and myrrh.  So what’s it to ya, 

cop? A man’s got a right to his religion, ain’t he? 

Cop:  Not according to Mayor Herod. 

Wise guy: Herod’s got no beef with us.  We got our own boss. 

Cop:  You gave him the slip.  He’s not too happy about that. 

Wise guy: Why? I got no interest in Herod.  I’m no enforcer. 

Cop:  It’s not you he’s afraid of. 

Wise guy: Well then, who… (thinks a second and laughs)…Herod’s an idiot. 

Cop:  (Furious) You will NOT speak that way about Mayor Herod. 

Wise guy: That baby ain’t no threat to Herod. (Leans back in chair)That kid’s the savior of the 

world. Herod can’t take him out.  So, I figure that makes Herod an idiot. You follow 

Herod.  What‘s that make you?    

  Lights down 

 

 


